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SUPPLY & INSTALL
FROM DAHLSENS

SAVE TIME, MONEY & HASSLE WITH



  SUNSCREEN BLINDS

  DOUBLE BLINDS

ROLLER 
BLINDS

VERTICAL 
BLINDS

SOLALITE 
SHUTTERS

TIMBER 
VENETIANS

PANEL 
BLINDS

These are similar to Roller Blinds and operate in the same 
way, but use a screen fabric instead of a blockout fabric. 
Their main use is to reduce glare and UV light into rooms, 
particularly where computers operate whilst retaining the view 
outside. They do not offer privacy at night, where there is a 
strong light inside the room.

These are a combination of blockout Roller Blinds and 
Sunscreen Blinds on one set of brackets. They offer light 
control by day and privacy by night by means of operating 
one blind or the other.

These are widely used in modern houses to 
cover most windows. They are available in a 
wide range of fabric styles – blockout or semi 
translucent. The blinds are operated by means of 
a chain driven, high quality side winder and have 
matching powdercoated brackets. The base rail 
is a powdercoated or anodised oval aluminium 
bar with matching end caps. This type of blind 
is frequently used on windows where privacy 
is required, or where there is a need to control 
strong bright sunlight.

This type of blind is still popular and widely used on large 
windows, particularly sliding doors as they offer flexibility of 
operation. At the same time they control sunlight into a room but 
can still offer views of the outside by angling the blades. They 
are mostly operated by a wand with the blades having chainless 
weights, to comply with current child safety regulations.

These are high quality window coverings, which enhance a 
home and look stunning. They offer light control as well as 
privacy. Because they are completely waterproof, Solalite 
shutters can be used in wet areas or in external installations. 
Solalite shutters also have very high thermal and acoustic 
insulation properties and are made in Australia.

This is a generic term as the venetians are available in Timber 
(Basswood) or Non Timber (Polystyrene or a compound of 
wood and PVC). Non Timber Venetians are waterproof and 
can be used in wet areas. Timber Venetians look very stylish 
and offer the ability to easily control light or privacy.

These are an elegant and versatile shading option for larger 
windows and sliding doors. The panels can be drawn across a 
window to shut out light or offer privacy, but can be drawn back 
to stack neatly behind one another to allow maximum light into 
a room. The panels can vary in width from 400mm to 1100mm, 
but are usually and ideally around 600mm to 700mm.

DAHLSENS 
SUPPLIES 
BLINDS JUST 
FOR BUILDERS.

NO MORE MISSING 
HANDOVER DEADLINES!

CALL DAHLSENS TODAY

1300 DAHLSENS
DAHLSENS.COM.AU

STEP ONE

STEP THREE

STEP TWO

STEP FOUR

We understand your need for 
streamlined processes and quality 
product. Order blinds from Dahlsens 
by following an easy FOUR STEP 
PROCESS. From enquiry to completion 
of blind installation, let us handle it.

Email plans to your 
Dahlsens contact.

Accept quote. Include contact 
details for your Site Supervisor.

Dahlsens will provide a quote, 
including product and colour 
recommendations if required.

Your Site Supervisor liaises 
with Dahlsens to arrange 
check, measure and 
installation date, and signs off 
on completion of works.

In fact, they specialise in the building industry because they understand builders and their deadlines so well. Dahlsens have 
partnered up with CBS to offer you an easy FOUR STEP PROCESS from enquiry to completion of blind installation for builders.

www.dahlsens.com.au

Timber Venetians
This is a generic term as the venetians 
are available in Timber (Basswood) or 
Non Timber (Polystyrene or a compound 
of wood and PVC).  Non Timber Venetians 
are waterproof and can be used in wet 
areas. Timber Venetians look very stylish 
and offer the ability to easily control light 
or privacy.

Solalite Shutters
These are high quality window  
coverings, which enhance a home and 
look stunning. They offer light control 
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completely waterproof, Solalite  
shutters can be used in wet areas  
or in external installations. 
Solalite shutters also have very high 
thermal and acoustic insulation 
properties and are made in Australia.

Vertical Blinds
This type of blind is still popular 
and widely used on large windows, 
particularly sliding doors as they offer 
flexibility of operation.  At the same time 
they control sunlight into a room but can 
still offer views of the outside by angling 
the blades. They are mostly operated by 
a wand with the blades having chainless 
weights, to comply with current child 
safety regulations.

Panel Blinds
These are an elegant and versatile 
shading option for larger windows and 
sliding doors. The panels can be drawn 
across a window to shut out light or 
offer privacy, but can be drawn back 
to stack neatly behind one another to 
allow maximum light into a room. The 
panels can vary in width from 400mm 
to 1100mm, but are usually and ideally 
around 600mm to 700mm.

Roller Blinds
These are widely used in modern houses to cover most windows.  They are 
available in a wide range of fabric styles – blockout or semi translucent.  
The blinds are operated by means of a chain driven, high quality side winder 
and have matching powdercoated brackets. The base rail is a powdercoated 
or anodised oval aluminium bar with matching end caps. This type of blind 
is frequently used on windows where privacy is required, or where there is a 
need to control strong bright sunlight.

These are similar to Roller Blinds and operate in 
the same way, but use a screen fabric instead of a 
blockout fabric. Their main use is to reduce glare and 
UV light into rooms, particularly where computers 
operate whilst retaining the view outside. They do not 
offer privacy at night, where there is a strong light 
inside the room.

SUNSCREEN BLINDS: 

DOUBLE BLINDS: These are a combination of blockout Roller Blinds and 
Sunscreen Blinds on one set of brackets.  
They offer light control by day and privacy by night by 
means of operating one blind or the other.

CBS makes blinds just for builders.
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NO MORE MISSING HANDOVER DEADLINES!

CALL DAHLSENS TODAY ON 1300 DAHLSENS 
to obtain a competitive quote on your next project and become part of the Dahlsens/CBS partnership. 
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STEP 2 

STEP 3 

 

STEP 4 

Through CBS experience supplying the building 
industry with blinds, CBS has developed computerised 
manufacturing systems and processes. Their highly 
qualified staff are trained to cope with and satisfy the tight 
completion deadlines that are a feature of the building 
industry. There is a dedicated 1300 number just for the 
installation process.

Email plans to your 
Dahlsens contact

Accept quote. Include 
contact details for your 
Site Supervisor

Dahlsens will provide 
a quote, including 
product and colour 
recommendations 
if required

Your Site Supervisor liaises 
with CBS to arrange check 
measure and installation 
date, and signs off on 
completion of works
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